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Last time

 Pre-production

 Navigation

 Layout

 Writing



Last Time

 Theme

 Represents the site’s purpose and content

 Visual metaphor 

 Design or visual elements that help to 

reinforce the site’s theme

 Images, icons, colours, fonts

 Interface elements

 Information Architecture



Homework reminder

 Find 3 websites with clear themes/metaphors

 Discuss these themes, metaphors and use of 

colour.



Today’s Class: Web Design Basics

 Pre-production

 Navigation

 Layout

 Writing



Layout

1. Symmetry

2. Compositional balance



Getting the layout right

Has to be balanced- doesn’t have to be symmetrical

Balanced but not 

symmetrical

Asymmetrical and 

not balanced



Different Types of Symmetry

 Symmetrical balance

 Asymmetrical balance



Symmetry

 Symmetrical websites can be beautiful and 

harmonious

 Symmetry conveys balance, harmony, unity, stability, 

consistency, elegance, and classicism- good for e.g. 

wedding websites

 Sometimes can be a bit boring and static

 Asymmetry is often lacking in inherent beauty but is 

more interesting and dynamic

 Can combine the two 



Different types of symmetry



Reflection symmetry

 Mirrors an element around a central axis.

 This axis can be in any direction or 

orientation

 Natural forms that grow or move across the 

earth’s surface develop a reflective symmetry. 



Reflection symmetry example



Reflective symmetry example



Rotational symmetry

 Rotational symmetry (or radial symmetry) is 

when an object is rotated in a certain 

direction around a point.

 Rotational symmetry can be used in design to 

portray motion, speed, and dynamic action.



Rotational symmetry



Translation symmetry

 Is when an element is relocated to another 

position while maintaining its general or exact 

orientation

 Is used to create rhythm in designs and is 

also used to show motion, speed, and 

dynamic action. 



Translation example



We can combine different types 
of symmetry

Reflective

ranslationalTranslational



Recap

symmetrical

rotational

translational



Asymmetrical Balance

 Asymmetry is the lack of symmetry

 Implies lack of balance but….

 Compositional balance can be achieved through 

clever design

 More common, more interesting and dynamic, but 

more difficult to achieve



Asymmetric example Asymmetrical 

but has 

compositional 

balance



Symmetrical- well almost



Combining symmetrical and 
asymmetrical

 Symmetry (particularly transitional) is great 

for patterns, backgrounds, the general layout, 

content, and anything else that is meant to be 

visually passive.

 Asymmetry is effective in drawing attention 

and breaking monotony.



Example of mixed

translational 

symmetrical

Asymmetrical 

website



Combining symmetry and 
asymmetry Asymmetry 

introduced by 

irregular pattern



Symmetrical- well almostMostly 

symmetrical 

website

A bit of 

asymmetry to 

make it 

interesting



Design tips and best practice

 Designs that need more stability, a strong 

organizational structure, and a classic and 

trusting message, tend to use more symmetry 

in the design.

 For those wanting to take a bit more of a risk 

and want to enforce a message use 

asymmetry



Compositional balance

 Important design principal in web design



Symmetrical designs and 
compositional balance

The (1) weight of the various elements on either side of the axis and their 

(2) distance from the axis will determine if your design is balanced.



Asymmetrical designs and 
compositional balance



Asymmetrical designs and 
compositional balance



Visual Weight in Design 
Elements

POSITION

SIZE
COLOUR

VALUE

POSITION

DENSITYDENSITYDENSITYDENSITY



Balanced by Size

Larger elements carry more weight



Balanced by Colour

Some colours are perceived as weighing more than others. 

Red seems to be heaviest while yellow seems to be lightest.



Balance by Value

A darker object will have more weight than a 

lighter object



Balance by Shape

A small complicated shape can balance a large simple shape.

A large uncluttered area can balance a small busy area 

containing many shapes. 



Balance by Texture

A busy, high contrast texture on a small shape will balance a larger 

shape with a smooth, matte surface. 



Balance by Density

Packing more elements into a given space, gives more 

weight to that space



Balance by Position

Graphics from 
http://www.siggraph.org/education/materials/HyperGraph/design/composition/balance_in_composition.htm

A smaller object farther away from the center will balance 

a larger object that is closer to the center.



Summary

 Size – As you would expect larger elements 
carry more weight

 Colour – It’s not fully understood why, 
but some colours are perceived as weighing 
more than others. Red seems to be heaviest 
while yellow seems to be lightest.

 Value – A darker object will have more weight 
than a lighter object

 Density – Packing more elements into a 
given space, gives more weight to that space

 Shape, texture, position…..

http://www.vanseodesign.com/web-design/web-design-balance/



Size: lots of 

smaller 

items 

balance out 

large block

Density: items 

packed closely 

together balance 

out large block

Value: Smaller, 

more intense, full 

cup of coffee 

balances out large 

amount of light 

colour

Shape: lots of 

different shapes 

balance square large 

block

Texture: texture of 

wood balances out 

smooth block



Next: Tips and tools to 
getting the layout right



Interface Elements

Logo Navigation/

Sidebar

Content

Footer

Whitespace 

Containing 

box



Humans like things to be lined up















How wide should my grid be? 
Introducing The Golden Ratio

http://www.mathsisfun.com/numbers/golden-ratio.html

The longer part (a) divided by the smaller part (b)

Is also equal to 

The whole length (a+b) divided by the longer part (a)



Graphic from photoshop.com





Grid Theory 

62cm  content 38cm- sidebar, 

Navigation etc. 

100cm



Grid Theory

38cm- sidebar, 

Navigation etc. 62cm  content

100cm



Let’s short cut this

1/3 sidebar, 

Navigation etc. 2/3  content

Most 

websites 

are 960 

pixels





12 column grid

Elements 

at the 

top align 

with 

elements 

at the 

bottom

Grids 

have 

gutters 

to stop 

text 

touching 

the 

browsers



Grids can be used for 
translational symmetry



Grid Overlays 

 Most websites are 960 pixels long. 

http://960.gs/. This website provides 

templates and grid overlays.

 http://peol.github.com/960gridder/ grid 

overlay tool.

 Grids available on these sites include

 9 columns

 12 columns

 16 columns

 24 columns



Activity: add the following 
elements to your grid

NAVNAVNAVNAVTitle/Logo

Text……………………………

……………………………..
Text………………

……………………

…………………….

Text………………

……………………

…………………….

Photo





Summary on layout

 Humans like things lined up and in 

proportion- use a grid to do this.

 Golden ratio seen in nature and art should be 

used in web design to achieve this.

 Humans like things to be in 1/3 and 2/3

 Grid overlays can help design.



Before we talk about writing

 We need to understand who the audience is.

 Think about age.

 Average time spent online.

 Interests and occupation.



Audience?



Audience?



Writing for Web: What’s wrong here?



Writing for web

 Book: read left – right

 Web: users scan text for keywords and 

concepts 

 Book: users spend hours reading

 Web: users spend very little time on an 

individual page



Check list

Clearly written headers

Small(ish) paragraphs

Use bold/italics for emphasis

Use lists (ordered or unordered) for 

appropriate context



Writing for Web: What’s right here?

Clear 

headers

Short 

paragraphs

Bullet 

points

Brief 

introduction

Bold/italics 

for

emphasis



Activity 

 Reorganise the text in the hand out to be 

more readable:

 Remember:

• Clearly written headers

• Small(ish) paragraphs

• Use bold/italics for emphasis

• Use lists (ordered or unordered) for appropriate 

context





Summary

 Layout:
 Think about your audience

 Symmetrical or Asymmetrical Balance depending 
on the look and feel of the website

 Must have compositional balanced 

 2/3 and 1/3 rule

 Line things up using a Grid Overlays

 Writing: 

 People scan text rather than read

 Chop it up with clear headers



Homework for next Monday

 Find 3 really bad websites

 Tell us why they are so bad and how they can 

be improved



Part 1 Assignment due Friday 
week 2

 Work in pairs- each person submits through 
TurnItIn. Put BOTH names on the document. 

 Document should contain:

1. screenshots of your website design,

2. description of any design decisions you made,
3. your IA diagram.

 For 1. one screenshot is the minimum required, 
but try to aim for 2-3 screenshots of your website 
design.

 We will be looking for good, well-balanced design 
(e.g. use of 2/3-1/3 rule) and a theme expressed 
through visual metaphors, good explanation of 
design decisions and a well thought through IA.



Today’s Lab

 Work on layout and writing for the School website 

 Use collaborative mock-up software Balsamiq.



Next Time (Monday) 

 Usability

 Reading:  Don’t make me think Ch 1-2


